Corporate Membership Program
Having the knowledge and network to address
critical cybersecurity challenges is a decisive
business advantage.
By joining the Center for Long-Term Cybersecurity
Corporate Membership Program, companies gain
access to insights and talent that better prepare them
for tomorrow’s security landscape. Current corporate
members ranked many of these benefits as “highly
valued” in a recent survey, including:
Timely access to leading and relevant cybersecurity
research, including opportunities to help define and shape
research priorities.
Curated cybersecurity briefings on pressing cybersecurity
challenges and solutions, both broad and technical.
Engagement with UC Berkeley’s high-caliber graduate
students, who represent a valuable pipeline of skilled
cybersecurity talent.
Access to the people and resources of UC Berkeley,
including experts to participate in company conferences,
consult on emerging issues, and host meetings on campus.
CLTC’s Corporate Membership Program provides
companies with ongoing insights and can support your 		
team across multiple dimensions of cybersecurity, 			
including technical challenges, human-computer
		
interaction, and policy and regulation.

The Center for Long-Term
Cybersecurity (CLTC), housed
within UC Berkeley’s School of
Information, is a premier hub of
interdisciplinary cybersecurity
research and collaboration. We
act as a translator and two-way
bridge between cutting-edge
academic research and industry
and policy needs.

Membership packages allow companies to select a level of support that matches their specific needs,
and can be tailored further in collaboration with CLTC. See summaries of defined membership tiers
below and contact CLTC directly for more information.

BECOME AN ASSOCIATE OF CLTC AND ENJOY THESE BENEFITS:
•

Receive regular updates about cybersecurity research from across UC Berkeley

•
		

Attend CLTC’s annual Research Exchange with exclusive onsite benefits, including speaking opportunities
and facilitated introductions to research teams of your choice

•
		

Attend member-exclusive networking and recruitment events to gain access to top Berkeley faculty and graduate 		
student researchers in computer science, information management, data science, and other emerging fields

•

Meet with CLTC leadership for a company-specific introduction to CLTC resources

•

Gain access to UC Berkeley’s rooms and venues for closed-door meetings and small- to mid-sized events

•

Build your brand by having your logo featured on the CLTC website

•

Participate in annual conversations to help shape cybersecurity research at Berkeley

INNOVATE WITH US AS A CLTC PARTNER
Access all the benefits of the CLTC Associates Program, plus
•
		

Curated conference calls three times per year on emerging cybersecurity topics selected by CLTC leadership in
consultation with members

Customized packages tailored to partners may also include:
•
		
•
•
		
		

Research Packages: Collaborate with a dedicated UC Berkeley research team on co-designed, cutting-edge 		
cybersecurity questions
Education Packages: Support top-notch Berkeley students and connect with future cybersecurity professionals
Engagement Packages: Work with CLTC’s team to organize, convene, and/or facilitate meetings, workshops, and 		
seminars to address your most pressing and challenging cybersecurity questions. Participate in a customized, on-site 		
presentation of our Cybersecurity Futures project, tailored to your organization’s interests and needs.

CLTC Corporate Membership is tax deductible. Associate member dues begin at $35,000 and Partnership-level membership
starts at $75,000.
		
		 For more information, contact:
		 Matt Nagamine 				Shanti Corrigan
		
Manager of Strategic Partnerships		
Senior Director of Philanthropy
		
Center for Long-Term Cybersecurity		
School of Information
		
510-664-7506				510-693-8062
		
mnagamine@berkeley.edu			shanti@berkeley.edu

